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Active Speaker Detection(ASD)

detect who is speaking in a visual scene of
one or more speakers

Input:  

The cropped face video and corresponding audio

Output:  

If the person is speaking in each video frame

Green box:  Active speaker

Red box: Inactive speaker

Audio-visual synchronization?



Traditional method

200ms 200ms 200ms 200ms 200ms Steps:

1) Split video into short segements

2) Predict score

3) Smooth scores
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Problem in traditional method

Is she speaking?Can we learn meaningful ASD information 
from such a short segememt? 

a) A 200 ms video segement, where the 
speaking activity is not evident.

b) A 2-second video segement, where the 
speaking activity becomes evident in long-
term temporal context and audio-visual 
synchronization.

Challenge: If we simply extend the length of the 
splitted segments, the extract feature will not be 
fine granularity, which will drop the performance.



TalkNet: Exploring long-term feature Active Speaker Detection
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Receptive field:840 ms



Experimental Results: AVA-ActiveSpeaker Benchmark

got 3.5% and 3.0% mAP improvement than SOTA in AVA-ActiveSpeaker validation set and test set, respectively.



Experimental Results: Columbia ASD Benchmark

got 2.2% F1 improvement in ColumbiaASD dataset than SOTA.



Ablation Study



Experimental Results: AVA-ActiveSpeaker Benchmark

The man is speaking in the noisy 
environment. 

The woman is introducing the 
makeup process through dubbing. So 
the speech is not synchronized
with her lip movement.

The woman is eating candy. Although 
her lips are always moving, she is not 
speaking in the beginning.

Two speakers take turns speaking, 
and the man’s lips are concealed 
sometimes.

Four speakers are talking in a boisterous 
environment with background music. 
Everyone’s mouth is moving, but only the 
girl on the right is speaking.



Feature work(maybe)

 Improve the anti-attack ability of the multi-modal speaker recognition system

 Improve the performance of speech separation tasks

 Improve the performance of speech denoising tasks


